OverVu Track and Trace is our state of the art tracking service for equipment and containers. The service provides end-users with the ability to identify, locate and track equipment across the globe, viewing asset location and status by just using a web browser.

**Key Features**

OverVu® provides a solution to track equipment and materials by running queries and reports from any location and any mobile device. Through a customisable, hierarchical user interface, OverVu presents each user with key information about the equipment and its status.

- Complete visibility of your asset movements
- Track and identify non-compliant assets with ease
- Access anywhere with mobile optimisation
- Greater asset insights with integrated reporting including Asset Fleet Details, Cost Reports, Compliance Status
- Access asset certification documents and contents information
- Create intuitive smart zones for rigs, platforms and geo-boundaries

**Full service solution offering**

Swire Oilfield Services’ track and trace solution is delivered to customers as a full service offering, from planning through to deployment and comprehensive product support. By leveraging the diverse resources we have globally to support onshore and offshore operations, Swire Oilfield Services provides customers with all the resources that are needed to achieve:

- Implementation, including comprehensive site assessment as necessary
- Configuration and customisation of OverVu
- Deployment of OverVu and auto-ID hardware
- User acceptance testing for highly customised deployments
- Inclusion of monitoring and control capabilities
- User acceptance testing for highly customised deployments
- Structured training for the configuration and utilisation of OverVu
- On-going support, including tiered help-des